It will come to pass in the last days, that the mountain; promotion, of The House of Y
ahweh will be established in the chief of
Yahweh
the nations, and will be raised above all congregations; and all nations will eventually flow to it. Isayah 2:2

The House Of Yahweh Newsletter
You need to read this article thoroughly, and compare it with the Holy Scriptures.

IT’S VITAL TO YOUR SALVATION!

You Saw The Headlines—
Thirteen Months Of Nuclear Wars,
Now For The Rest Of The Prophecy
My Dear Friends,

You saw the headlines, now for the
rest of the prophecy. The prophecy
concerning that hour, of that day, of that
month, of that year involves a
combination of prophecies in Book One
and Two of The Book of Yahweh.
Please remember that prophecy
foretold the seven year peace plan.
Prophecy showed:
It would be a seven year plan. It was.
It would be confirmed with a man
named Rabin. It was.
It would stay in operation for 3½ years,
then be shut down for seven years. It
was.
It would be restarted April 13, 2004 by
President Bush and Prime Minister Ariel
Sharon. It was.

..
.
.

All of these detailed prophecies have

come to pass already. I can’t see why
anyone would doubt the prophecies
showing future world events. Especially
since they are in progress now and can
be seen on the world news almost every
day.
Daniyl, who was inspired to write the
prophecy concerning the seven year peace
agreement signed with Rabin, also wrote

.

the prophecy concerning the end of
Daniyl 9:26—
...the end of the war desolations are
man’s governments. He also showed
determined.
when they would end. It’s a combination
of the same prophecy spoken of in
different ways by different prophets over We have the end, and the destruction
a span of thousands of years, all placed shown at the end. The end of what is
in The Book of Yahweh for The House given to us in:
Daniyl 7:11-12—
of Yahweh in all generations.
11 I beheld, then, because of the voice of
Isayah 28:10—
the great words which the horn spoke; I

.
.

.

For precept must be upon precept; precept
upon precept; line upon line; line upon line;
here a little and there a little.

The Seven Year
Peace Plan!

beheld until the beast was slain, and his body
destroyed, and given to the burning flame.
12 As concerning the rest of the beasts,
they had their governments taken away; yet
their lives were prolonged for a season and
time.

Here we see that the end spoken of is

the end of the governments of mankind.
We also see the destruction is a great
burning that Yahweh allows the
governments to bring about.
Yahweh also ties this time period in
with another event that takes place after
the great burning destruction takes
place.
Daniyl 7:13-14—
This shows part of the seven year plan
13 I saw in the night visions, and behold,
and part of the destruction, both of which
One like the Son of man came with the
are shown again with more prophecy in
clouds of heaven, and came to the Ancient
a later chapter. Notice, the last part of
of days, and they were brought together
before Him.
verse 26.
Daniyl 9:27—

And he will confirm a covenant with many
for one week; seven years, and in the midst
of the week, he will cause the sacrifice and
the oblation to cease; instead, he will cause
the prevalence of the Lord of Heaven even
until the destruction that is determined will
be poured upon the desolator.

.
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14 And there was given Him ruling
authority, and glory, and a kingdom, that all
peoples, nations, and languages should obey
Him; His government is an everlasting
government, which will not pass away; and
His kingdom is one which will not be
destroyed.

Compare this verse with:

.

Mattithyah 24:30—

And then will appear the sign of the Son
of Man in heaven; and then will all those of
the earth mourn, and they will see the Son of
Man coming in the clouds of heaven with
power and great glory.

Now go back to:

dust of the earth will awake; some to
everlasting life, and some to shame and
everlasting contempt.

This time of trouble—time of the earth’s

burning, the greatest time of trouble
ever—and the resurrection, which take
place just after this three and one-half
years referred to as a “time,” takes place
during the time prophesied as the end.
Now notice carefully the end shown
in:
Daniyl 12:4-7—

.

Daniyl 9:27—

And he will confirm a covenant with many
for one week; seven years, and in the midst
of the week, he will cause the sacrifice and
the oblation to cease; instead, he will cause
the prevalence of the Lord of Heaven even
until the destruction that is determined will
be poured upon the desolator.

Notice the words “in the midst of the

week”. The midst of a week of seven days
is three and one-half. But this is
speaking of a day for a year, as is the
whole of this prophecy and also the
fulfillment. The midst of seven years is
three and one-half years, which is referred
to later as a set time—a time of three
and one-half years.
The seven year (one week) plan was
confirmed with Rabin September 13,
1993 and began October 13, 1993. Rabin
was assassinated as Daniyl’s prophecy
shows. Shimon Perez took his office for
a short while until an election could be
held. Benyamin Netanyahu was elected
the next Prime Minister of Israyl. He shut
the seven year plan down after it was in
action only three and one-half years (one
time)—in the midst of the seven years.
Remember, this plan is shown to
bring us to “the end” and the destruction
that is prophesied for the end.
Daniyl 9:27—

.

And he will confirm a covenant with many
for one week; seven years, and in the midst
of the week, he will cause the sacrifice and
the oblation to cease; instead, he will cause
the prevalence of the Lord of Heaven even
until the destruction that is determined will
be poured upon the desolator.

With the above information in mind,
go to Chapter 12 of Daniyl where we see
the severity of this burning destruction
spoken of in Daniyl 7:11-12, plus the
end time.
Daniyl 12:1-2—

.

1 And at that time will Micahyah stand
up, the great ruler who stands for the children
of Your people; and there will be a time of
trouble, such as never was since there was a
nation to that time. And at that time your
people will be delivered, everyone who will
be found written in the Book of life.
2 And many of those who sleep in the

4 But you, O Daniyl, shut up the words,
and seal the book to the time of the end;
many will run to and fro, and knowledge
will be increased.
5 Then I, Daniyl, looked; and behold, there
stood two others, one on this side of the
bank of the river; and the other on that side
of the bank of the river.
6 And one said to the man clothed in
linen, who on that future day is teaching:
How long will it be to the end of these
wonders?
7 Then I heard the man clothed in linen,
who on that future day is teaching, when he
held up his right hand and his left hand toward
heaven, and vowed by Him Who lives forever,
that: It will be for a time, times, and a half,
when Yahweh will have accomplished
pouring out His power through His holy
people, all these things will be finished.

.

trouble, such as never was since there was a
nation to that time. And at that time your
people will be delivered, everyone who will
be found written in the Book of life.

The Savior says the same.
Mattithyah 24:21-22—

21 For then will be great tribulation, such
as has not come to pass since the beginning
of the world to this time—no, nor ever will
be.
22 And unless those days were shortened,
there would no flesh be saved; but for the
elect’s sake, those days will be shortened.

In this same time period there is extreme

.

hatred among the nations. For proof of
this, all you have to do is watch the world
news.
Mattithyah 24:7—

.

For nation will rise against nation, and
kingdom against kingdom, and there will be
famines, and pestilences; disease epidemics,
and earthquakes in place after place.

Then comes the nuclear wars that will
darken the sun.
Mattithyah 24:29—

.

Immediately, but after the tribulation of
those days will the sun be darkened, and the
moon will not give her light, and the stars
will fall from heaven, and the powers of the
heavens will be shaken.

Yahweh again shows us the end, in a Now learn a parable so you will know

time—three and one-half years, that is
filled with destruction. The first time (3½
years) was the first half of the seven year
peace plan that was stopped in its midst
(Daniyl 9:27). Then Yahweh shows us
times in Daniyl 12:7. One time is 3½
years; times is 3½ years plus 3½ years,
which equals 7 years.
The seven year peace plan started
October 13, 1993, shut down April 13,
1997 after three and one-half years of
action. The seven year peace plan stayed
shut down for a duration of two times,
that’s seven years and was signed back
into action on April 13, 2004 on the very
day prophesied.
President Bush and Prime Minister
Ariel Sharon restarted the seven year
plan on the very day Yahweh showed it
would go back into action.

when this time is at hand.
Mattithyah 24:32-33—

32 Now learn a parable from the fig tree:
When its branch becomes tender and puts
out leaves, you know that summer is near.
33 In the same way, when you see all these
things, know that His coming and the end
of the age is near, at the very door.

Please notice, these are things we can

.

see taking place. Compare this with the
following. The Apostle Shaul spoke of
the same time in:
I Thessalonians 4:16-17—
16 For Yahshua Himself will descend
from heaven with a shout, with the voice of
the malak gadol, and with the trumpet of
Yahweh. And the dead in Messiah will be
raised first,
17 Then we who are alive and remain
will be caught up together with them in the
clouds, to meet Yahshua in the air; and so
will we ever be with Yahshua.

We Are Now In The Last These two verses and the following go
Three and One-half Years together in the same time period—a three
and one-half year time period. Can we
(Time) Of Man’s
know when this great time of trouble
Governments Of And By is? Yes! Read it for yourself.
The People

To receive a free subscription
to The House of Yahweh
Daniyl says it will be the greatest time
of trouble ever.
Newsletter and The Prophetic
Daniyl 12:1—
Word magazine call
And at that time will Micahyah stand up,

.

the great ruler who stands for the children of
Your people; and there will be a time of

2

1-800-613-9494 today!
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I Thessalonians 5:1-5—

1 But concerning the times and the
seasons, brothers, you have no need that I
should write to you.
2 For you yourselves know perfectly that
the day of Yahweh so comes as a thief in the
night.
3 For when they will say: Peace—true
peace! Then sudden destruction comes upon
them, as labor pains upon a woman with
child; and they will not escape.
4 But you, brothers, are not in darkness,
so that this day would overtake you like a
thief.
5 You are all the children of light, and the
children of the day; we are not of the night,
nor of darkness.

Notice the word times in verse 1. Please
believe the inspired prophecies. We are
in the last time—3½ years. The Savior
said it Himself.
Mattithyah 24:33—

.

In the same way, when you see all these
things, know that His coming and the end
of the age is near, at the very door.

These are things you can see. He also

said when you see the prophecy spoken
of by Daniyl the prophet (Mattithyah
24:15).

cycle is applied to the thirteen months
that we have left, at the end of the nine
months a third part of man will be killed
(Revelation 9:18) in and around the area
of the great river Euphrates (Revelation
9:14) by the actions of the Quartet
(Revelation 9:14) over a fourth part of
the earth (Revelation 6:8).
This killing over a fourth part of the
earth is done with nuclear weaponry. This
is shown in the three colors given to us
in:
Revelation 9:17-18—

.

17 And in my vision, I saw the horses
and those who sat upon them like this: They
had breastplates of fire; yellow, and of
jacinth; blue, and brimstone; red, and the
heads of the horses were as the heads of
lions; and out of their mouths issued fire,
and smoke, and brimstone.
18 By these three were the third part of
men killed: by the fire, and by the smoke, and
by the brimstone, which issued out of their
mouths.

These three colors make up the nuclear
mushroom cloud. We show this

mushroom cloud in The Mark of the
Beast, Volume 2, page 137 and The End,
page 46. Another prophecy shows it
comes suddenly.
I Thessalonians 5:3—

.

For when they will say: Peace—true peace!
then sudden destruction comes upon them,
as labor pains upon a woman with child;
and they will not escape.

I am told by the midwives that some

mothers start experiencing certain pain
right at the start of pregnancy. Although
insignificant, this pain is part of the
nine months of pregnancy. I did not
expect to see the proof of the beginning
of this nuclear intention on the 12th of
September, when I brought this
prophecy. But Yahweh always comes
through for His House. Sure enough,
we had members calling telling us of the
news and of digital videos taken
showing the start of the pains of
pregnancy and the pains of nuclear war.
This can be seen on our website:
www.yisraylhawkins.com.

Thirteen Months Left Of
Tribulation
You need to read the August 2006
newsletter again. The House of Yahweh
is not wrong on these prophecies. This
thirteen months, which started
September 12, 2006, is the starting point
for nuclear wars that will kill a third
part of man over a fourth part of the
earth in and around the great river
Euphrates but it will not stop there. To
understand how these thirteen months
will progress, you must apply all
prophecies concerned. Notice with me:
I Thessalonians 5:3

.

...as labor pains upon a woman with child...

Yahshua said we must believe all that

the prophets have spoken. Another said
these men were moved by Holy Spirit in
writing the Scriptures. Yahshua also said
by every Word of Yahweh does man live.
The prophecy in I Thessalonians
Chapter 5 is not speaking of just any
time of trouble, it’s speaking of the time
(3½ years) that Daniyl spoke of in
Daniyl Chapters 7, 9, and 12 and
Yahshua spoke of in Mattithyah 24. This
is a time (3½ years) that leads to the
darkening of the sun. Notice two things:
I Thessalonians 5:3—

.

...as labor pains upon a woman with child...

It

takes nine months to complete a
woman’s pregnancy. If this nine month

Nuclear Mushroom Cloud
3

This Is Not The End

.
.

Name, and in Your Name performed many
the earth. This prophecy corresponds to
wonderful works?
the prophecies in Daniyl and Mattithyah.
23 But then I will declare to them; I
Daniyl 12:9—
It doesn’t end with the nine months.
never knew you. Get away from Me, you
But
he
said:
Go
your
way,
Daniyl,
for
the
After nine months, one-third of men will
who transgress against Yahweh’s Law!
words are closed up and sealed until the time
have died over a fourth part of the earth.
of the end.
We will then have four months left of
The Prophet Isayah also spoke of them,
Mattithyah 24:29—
the three and one-half year time that
Immediately, but after the tribulation of concerning this very time. Notice verse
Daniyl the prophet was inspired to write
those days will the sun be darkened, and the 2.
about. Those four months end with
moon will not give her light, and the stars
Isayah 24:1-6—
will fall from heaven, and the powers of the
nuclear destruction that will darken the
1 Before Yahweh’s very eyes, the earth is
heavens will be shaken.
made empty and it is made waste; the face
sun.
of it is perverted and its inhabitants scattered
The greatest suffering, fear, agony,
abroad;
and pain mankind has ever suffered will Compare also:
2 And it will be: as with the people, so
Mattithyah
24:30—
take place in that four months and one
with the priest; as with the servant, so with
And
then
will
appear
the
sign
of
the
Son
additional month after the nuclear wars
his owner; as with the maid, so with her
of Man in heaven; and then will all those of
have stopped for a total of five months
mistress; as with the buyer, so with the seller;
the earth mourn, and they will see the Son of
as with the lender, so with the borrower; as
(moons). These five moons of pain are
Man coming in the clouds of heaven with
with him who takes usury, so with him who
caused by mankind changing the food
power and great glory.
gives usury to him:
Revelation 6:13-17—
supply from the way it was created, thus
3 The land will be utterly emptied and
13
And
the
stars
of
heaven
fell
unto
the
breaking one of the first Laws taught by
utterly plundered, for it has come to pass
earth, as a fig tree drops its untimely figs
the great priest of Yahweh, Abel. This
that this judgment has been pronounced.
when it is shaken by a mighty wind.
4 The earth mourns and fades away, the
will be covered further in future
14 And the heaven departed like a scroll
world mourns and fades away, and the
newsletters. It will also be posted on our
when it is rolled together; and every mountain
haughty people of the earth languish.
website: www.yisraylhawkins.com.
and island were moved out of their places.
5 The earth also is defiled because of the
15 And the kings of the earth, and the
Notice, after one-third of men are
inhabitants of it, because they have
great men, and the rich men, and the chief
killed over a fourth part of the earth,
transgressed the Laws, changed the
captains, and the mighty men, and every
the hatred continues.
ordinance, and broken the everlasting
bondman, and every free man, sought
covenant.
Revelation 9:20-21—
protection for themselves in their

.

.
.

.

20 And the rest of the men who were not
killed by these plagues, still did not repent of
the works of their hands, that they should
not worship demons, and gods (elohim,
teraphim) of gold, and silver, and brass, and
stone, and of wood: which can neither see,
nor hear, nor walk;
21 Neither did they repent of their
murders, nor of their sorceries, nor of their
fornication, nor of their thefts.

This extreme decline in morals for this
time period is what leads to the next
phase of the nuclear wars among the
nations. When confusion tries to solve
the problems of the nations, we have
national disaster.
Revelation 6:12-16—

.

12 And I looked when He had opened the
sixth seal, and behold, there was a great
earthquake; and the sun became black as
sackcloth of hair, and the moon became as
blood.
13 And the stars of heaven fell unto the
earth, as a fig tree drops its untimely figs
when it is shaken by a mighty wind.
14 And the heaven departed like a scroll
when it is rolled together; and every mountain
and island were moved out of their places.
15 And the kings of the earth, and the
great men, and the rich men, and the chief
captains, and the mighty men, and every
bondman, and every free man, sought
protection for themselves in their
governments and in the assemblies and the
houses of their gods (elohim);
16 And said to the houses of their gods
(elohim) and the assemblies: Fall on us, and
protect us from the face of Him Who sits on
the throne, and from the wrath of the Lamb!

Notice verse 12, the sun becomes black
and verse 13; the stars of heaven fell unto

governments and in the assemblies and the
houses of their gods (elohim);
16 And said to the houses of their gods
(elohim) and the assemblies: Fall on us, and
protect us from the face of Him Who sits on
the throne, and from the wrath of the Lamb!
17 For the great day of His wrath has
come, and who will be able to stand?

6 Because of this, the curse has devoured
the earth, and they who dwell therein are
desolate; therefore, the inhabitants of the
earth are burned, and few men left.

They have all rejected Yahweh’s Laws,

from keeping the Sabbaths holy to the
Laws against murder, abortion,
fornication, sodomy, bestiality and
T he religions today ridicule and adultery, and have chosen the continual
persecute The House of Yahweh for ways of war, as did Cain.
telling the truth and showing Yahweh’s
great Laws and prophecies, but they For information concerning the Two
know they are at fault for the drop in Witnesses request the 12/02 issue of The
morals of the last fifty years. They also Prophetic Word magazine.
know that the Savior is speaking of them
Mattithyah 24:14—
in:
And this message of the Kingdom will be
preached to all the world by the one who
Mattithyah 7:15-23—

.

15 Beware of false prophets who come
to you in sheep’s clothing, but inwardly they
are ravening wolves.
16 You will know them by their fruits.
Do men gather grapes from thorns, or figs
from thistles?
17 Likewise, every righteous tree brings
forth righteous fruit; but a tree of evil brings
forth fruit of iniquity.
18 A righteous tree cannot bring forth
fruit of iniquity, nor can a tree of evil bring
forth fruits of righteousness.
19 Every tree which does not bring forth
righteous fruit is cut down, and cast into the
fire.
20 Therefore, by their fruits you will
know them.
21 Not everyone who says to Me;
Teacher! Teacher! will enter into the Kingdom
of Yahweh, but only he who does the will of
My Father Who is in heaven.
22 Many will say to Me in that day;
Teacher! Teacher! Have we not prophesied
in Your Name, and cast out demons in Your

4
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bears witness to all nations; and then the
end will come.

Revelation 11:1-4—

1 And there was given me a reed like a

Live Radio Program!
Don’t miss Pastor Yisrayl Hawkins
every other Sunday morning at 10:00
am Eastern Standard Time (9:00 am
CST) from Atlanta, Georgia! Go to
www.love86am.com and click on the
link streamingfaith.com in the banner
at the top of the page. A new window
will pop up in your browser, along
with a media player. Click on 20K
Audio Stream; in just a few moments
you will be listening to Pastor’s radio
program live.

measuring rod. And the malak stood, saying:
Rise, and measure the temple of Yahweh,
and the altar, and its confines; where they
worship within.
2 But the court which is outside the
temple leave out, and measure it not; for it is
given to the Gentiles. And the holy city they
will tread under foot three and one-half years.
3 And I will give to My Two Witnesses to
perform their prophetic offices, and they will
foretell events about the three and one-half
years, those cast about with darkness.
4 These are, as it were, the two olive trees,
and, as it were, the two lamps of the seven
lamp lampstand, ministering for the Father
in the earth.

I am here to warn you that your way

will prove itself in this thirteen months;
that’s all the time you have left. Your
lives are filled with sin and Yahweh is
warning you now.
Isayah 13:9—

.
.

Behold, the day of Yahweh comes,
wonderful, and with the time of sentencing
and a zealous administration of justice, to
lay the land desolate; and its sinners will be
destroyed from it.

Yechetzqyah 18:4, 6-9—

4 Behold, all souls are Mine. Just as the
soul of the father, so also the soul of the son
is Mine; the soul that sins, it will die.
6 If he has not eaten upon the mountains,
nor lifted up his eyes to the gods (elohim) of
the house of Israyl, nor has defiled his
neighbor’s wife, nor has approached a
menstruous woman;
7 And has not oppressed anyone, but has
restored to the debtor his pledge; has robbed
none by violence, but has given his food to
the hungry, and covered the naked with a
garment;
8 He who has not lent upon usury; with
interest, nor collected with increase, who
has withdrawn his hands from iniquity, has
executed true judgment between man and
man;
9 If he has walked in My statutes, and
has kept My judgments, to do them—he is
just! He will surely live! says Father Yahweh.

The Savior will not change His mind.

The next four verses are spoken by the
Savior. It’s the last revelation given to
the congregations and the world by
Yahshua Messiah.

Ser
mon T
ape P
rogram!
Sermon
Tape
Program!
T he House of Yahweh offers a program
to make the cassette-taped sermons
available as soon as possible. There is
no quicker way to grow in the wisdom
and knowledge of Yahweh, than by
hearing the Word of Yahweh, over and
over again. You will gain vital
information not contained in The
Prophetic Word magazine and the
monthly newsletter.
Call 325-893-5899 today and ask how
you can take advantage of this
program. Your salvation depends on it!

.

Revelation 22:12-15—

12 And behold, I come quickly, and My
reward is with Me, to give every man
according as his work will be.
13 I am the First and the Last, the Beginning and the End.
14 Blessed are those who keep His Laws,
that they may have right to the tree of life,
and may enter in through the gates into the
city.
15 For outside are dogs, and sorcerers,
and whoremongers, and murderers, and
worshippers of gods (elohim) and everyone
who professes to love, yet practices breaking
the Law.

We, you and I, need to start now and

call, as Yahnah did to Nineveh, for a
worldwide repentance. Yahweh is the
only Being in the universe Who could
stop what the religions have turned all
nations into. This is the most evil and
adulterous generation in man’s history.
It is even as Yahweh inspired the
prophets to write, sin has reached its
peak. Anyone can see the hatred among
the nations that is shown for this time
(3½ years).
Revelation 11:18—

.

Don’t let this letter die. This
information is needed all around the
globe. Make copies and give them
to others or call us at
325-893-5899 or 325-672-5420 and
we will send you extra copies. You
could help save someone from
disease or death. You could help
turn the world from the ignorance
that all religions have helped to
produce, ignorance that is causing
curses all over the world at this time.

What Is The Mark
Of The Beast?

And the nations were angry, for Your
judgment has come; and the time of the dead,
that they should be sentenced...

Anyone

can see the low state of the
religions and the adulterous state of the
whole world taught by Hollywood. You
know that you lie when you say the
Savior will rapture you up out of this
sin-sick world that you yourselves have
created. Unless you repent now you will
be among those who run, hide and mourn
when Yahshua comes.
Mattithyah 24:30—

.
.

And then will appear the sign of the Son
of Man in heaven; and then will all those of
the earth mourn, and they will see the Son of
Man coming in the clouds of heaven with
power and great glory.

Revelation 6:14-17—

14 And the heaven departed like a scroll
when it is rolled together; and every mountain
and island were moved out of their places.
15 And the kings of the earth, and the
great men, and the rich men, and the chief
captains, and the mighty men, and every
bondman, and every free man, sought
protection for themselves in their
governments and in the assemblies and the
houses of their gods (elohim);
16 And said to the houses of their gods
(elohim) and the assemblies: Fall on us, and
protect us from the face of Him Who sits on
the throne, and from the wrath of the Lamb!
17 For the great day of His judgment has
come, and who will be able to stand?

You know you are wrong in breaking
the Laws of Yahweh.

May Yahweh bless your understanding.

The Mark of the Beast
Volumes 1 & 2
Donation $39.00, plus shipping & handling

FRIEND REQUEST
Do you know someone who would like to
receive a FREE COPY of The Prophetic
Word magazine or our Newsletter? We
would like to send one to them! NO OBLIGATION, of course! Send to: The House of
Yahweh, PO Box 2498, Abilene, TX 79604.
Please Print.
Name _________________________
Address ________________________
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State __________________________
Zip Code ______________________
Country ________________________
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The Prophetic Word Program On
Hotbird 6-13 Fulfilling Prophecy
Mattithyah 24:14—
And this message of the Kingdom will be preached to all the world by the one who bears
witness to all nations and then the end will come.
The word world in this verse is listed as word #3625 in Strong’s
Greek Dictionary.

OLD ROMAN EMPIRE

Thayer’s Greek Lexicon gives this additional information:
1. the inhabited earth
a. the portion of the earth inhabited by the Greeks
b. the Roman empire
empire: Luke 2:1
c. the whole inhabited earth, the world: Luke 4:5
2. the universe, the world: Heb 2:5

HOTBIRD 6-13

The Prophetic Word Program is now broadcasting on the
Hotbird 6-13 satellite. The broadcast footprint for this satellite
is exactly the same as the Old Roman Empire.
The House of Yahweh is now fulfilling this part of the
prophecy in Mattithyah 24:14 by taking the message of the
Kingdom of Yahweh right to the heart of the Old Roman
Empire.

satellite coverage

The Prophetic Word Program
Featuring The Last Days’ Witness Yisrayl Hawkins

24 HOURS A DAY, 7 DAYS A WEEK
Broadcasting Free-to-Air to North Africa, the Middle East
& Europe from the following satellite:
Satellite

Frequency

Transponder

Symbol Rate

Polarity

Hotbird 6 at 13°E

11.117 Ghz

130

27.500 Ms/sec
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